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1. INTRODUCTION 
Zemanian [ 1,2] has given a method of introducing generalized functions 
in connection with a certain type of self-adjoint ordinary differential operator. 
In this method, the operator itself determines the space of testing functions. 
The generalized functions can be expanded as a sum of eigenfunctions 
(assumed discrete), thus giving an explicit inversion formula for the eigen- 
function transform. 
In this paper we show firstly that Zemanian’s method may be extended to 
all regular, C”, self-adjoint ordinary differential operators, and secondly 
that for a certain class of operators Zemanian’s space of generalized functions 
coincides with the space S’ of tempered distributions-a result already known 
in the special case of the Hermite operator [3, Vol. II, 41. 
2. THE SPACE QZ OF TESTING FUNCTIONS 
Let e be the nth-order formally self-adjoint differential expression 
where D’ s f 1’ 
on the interval I with end points a and b. Here I may be closed, half-open or 
open (a = - 00 and b = co are not excluded) and thep,.(t) are C” functions 
with p,(t) f 0 for t E I, i.e. G is regular on I. Let P(1) be the Hilbert space 
of functions square integrable on 1, with scalar product 
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We denote by *a’ the set of all functions 4 in P(1) with absolutely continu- 
ous derivatives of order 1 to n - 1 inclusive, with ~~ in .Yp”(l), and with 
compact support in the open interval (a, b). Let La , with domain #s , be the 
closure of the operator ( on X0’, and let L, with domain %, be a self-adjoint 
extension of L, . 
Following Zemanian, let fl be the set of functions 4 such that Lk4 E 2 
for all k, K = 0, 1, 2 ,... . (We adopt the convention that L” = identity.) It is 
convenient to regard 0’ as a countably Hilbert space [5] with scalar products 
Cd* #)k = i (Lk4>Lk#h 
h=O 
giving rise to the increasing set of seminorms I( 4 lip = l/(+, $)li on a, equiv- 
alent to the set used by Zemanian. Thus $J?~ -+ + in 02 as m --f co means that 
[I #I - C,, /jk + 0 as m --f co for each K, k = 0, 1, 2 ,... . We note, as in [l], 
that ed is sequentially complete. This can be seen since the self-adjoint 
operator L is closed (see, e.g. [6]). Thus if {r&J is a Cauchy sequence in G?, 
then for each k, by the completeness of .9(I), there exists a function xe in 
P*(1) such that Lk& -+ xk . Since likewise Lk+l&, -+ xk+l , by the closure of 
L, xld is in 2 and xk+r = Lxk . Successive applications of this result, 
k = 0, 1, 2,... shows the existence of a function x in G? such that &,, -+ x in a. 
3. EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSIONS IN O! 
The Weyl-Kodaira expansion theorem (for the most general account see 
[7]) shows the existence, for each self-adjoint differential operator L, of a 
matrix measure pii( such that any function f E P”(1) can be expanded in 
terms of a set {&(t, A)}, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, of functions continuous on I x R which 
constitutes a fundamental set of solutions of /y -1 Ay for each 
A, - co < X < 00. The expansion formula is 
where 
f&9 = J‘,f P) $44 4 & i = I,..., n, (2) 
the integrals in (1) and (2) converging in z2(1) and 92({p,j}), respectively, 
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where oE4*({pij}) is the Hilbert space of n-tuples of functions with scalar 
product 
({Xi), @$I> = ja f Xi@) 4(4 4d4. --m i,j=l 
The formulae (1) and (2) define mutually inverse isometric isomorphisms 
between p(l) and L?*((pij}), th e isometry being equivalent to the formula 
(Parseval) 
Furthermore, if G(h) is any polynomial, then 
PZGh CA) = G(h)fi(h)* (4) 
In future we shall use the dummy suffix notation, the summation with 
respect to i and j from 1 to n being understood to be carried out before the 
integration with respect to pii(h). 
LEMMA 1. I f  4 is in I%‘, then the integral of type (1) for b(t) converges in 0. 
Proof. The finite integral 
can be differentiated arbitrarily often under the integral sign [7, p. 13601, so 
that application of 1” to this integral simply multiplies &(t, A) by A”, and it is 
easy to see that such a finite integral is in crl, using (3) and (4). Thus 
-+ 0 as (- tk, V) + (- w, w) for all k, since L*$ E 2*(I). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. Let {O,(A)} 6 e an n-tuple of functions of A. Then the integral 
f m ei(h) #iCt, h) 4 idA) -co 
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converges in C! ifl the n-tuple {XW,(h)} is in DEo2({pij}) for al2 k, i.e. i f f  
converges for all k, k = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
Proof. This follows at once from the one-one nature of the mapping 
between P(Z) and dR2({pii}), (3) and (4). 
4. THE SPACE @I’ OF GENERALISED FUNCTIONS 
As in [l], we denote by 0f!’ the dual of 4 and assign to LY’ the weak topo- 
logy. We note that G!’ is sequentially complete, since @I is countably normed 
[8, Vol. II, p. 491. If f(t) is a function in the ordinary sense, we assign to f  
the functional 
f  (4) = I,f (0 W) dt (5) 
if this integral converges for all C$ E a and gives a continuous functional on CY. 
It is easy to see that P(Z) can be imbedded in 02’ in this way, with 
f(4) = (f& 
It is easy to describe the structure of an arbitrary functional in CY’, for iff 
is in @‘, f  must be continuous with respect to some norm, the qth say [8, 
Vol. II], and so f  (4) must be of the form of a scalar product in the qth Hilbert 
space, 
f(g)=Sl(g~+~g.~~+...+~qg.~q~)dt (6) 
where Pg E 3, k = 0, l,..., 4 - 1. Since 4 is in .CJ, we can also write 
Although &(t, X) may not be in LY, expressing f E ed’ in the form (6) allows 
us to define its eigenfunction transform (Pi(h)} by 
m = fhh 3) 
P = 
J 6 (7) I h-=0 
= (1 + x2 + *** + P”)&(h), i = 1, 2,... n, 
using the Weyl-Kodaira theorem, since @g E P(Z), h = 0, l,... Q. 
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THEOREM 1. lff E QZ’, then 
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(8) 
the integral converging in 12’. 
Proof. 
the last integrals being in CII. Thus if 4 E GZ, 
J, (J’ -II LO) w, 4 dpm) . #(t) fit 
as [r-l, v] + (- co, CO), since Pg E P(I), h = 0, l,... 4. Q.E.D. 
It is clear from (7) that an n-tuple {e,(A)} of functions of X is the transform 
of an element of @’ iff (O,(A)> has the form 
e,(A) = (1 + As + *.a + P) Ei(h), i = l,... n, 
where ii(X) and #g&A) (and hence ii multiplied by each intermediate power 
of A) are in P({p&). We thus get the following convenient criterion: an 
n-tuple {&(A)} of functions corresponds to an element of GZ’ by (8) iff 
s m (1 + v-a et@) a4 4d4 -03 
converges for some non-negative integer q. Lastly, the relation between an 
element of al and its transform is obviously unique (up to an “almost 
everywhere” with respect to p,(h)). 
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5. THE SPACES 5$, AND &, 
\\:e now denote by I, the open interval (a, 6) the interior of I (which 
coincides with I if I is open), and by g,O the space of C” functions with 
compact support in 1, . The topology of g,O is defined just as for the Schwartz 
space 9 [3, Vol. I], with R replaced by 1s; so that the convergence of a 
sequence {$,J in B,O means that the supports of all the $,, are contained in a 
fixed compact subset of I,, , and the sequences (P&} converge uniformly 
for each k. Clearly, S,O C CY, and convergence in 2,0 implies convergence in CY. 
Hence Q’ C 5P;, , the space of Schwartz distributions on I,, , and convergence 
in crd’ implies convergence in &, . 
It is clear also that QZC &,O, where 6J0 is the space of all C” functions on 
I,, , topologized by the seminorms 
for compact J C 1s , m > 0. 
THEOREM 2. Convergence in 6Y implies convergence in cTIO . 
Proof. We modify the proof in [l]. Let J be a closed interval in I0 , t,, 
some fixed point of J. Let D-If(t) = J-i0 f  (t) dt. Then since 
n-1 
W(t) = p,W(t) - c P2P, D’+(t), 
7=0 
(9) 
D-~ on+(t) = it p;%j dt, - ni1 D-‘(P, D’+), 
to ?=l 
where P, = p;‘p, . We note 
while 
s t P, 0’4 dt, = [PT . D’-‘4 - DP, . Or-‘+ + . . . + (- ,)r-l D-f’. $I;, to 
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the last term is again majorized by K,. II+ 11s . Here the constants K, K,, , K, 
depend on G and J but not on 4. Repeating the process, we find 
n-1 
4(t) - 1 r$"'(t,)(t - toy/r! = D-"D"+(t) 
7=0 
n-1 
= z1 4 - to)" + terms majorised by 114 Ijo or 114 II1 , 
where the 0~~ are constants involving$, the P, , and their derivatives at 2 
Thus 
d(t) = Fr /3,.(t - t,,)’ + terms majorised by )I 4 II1 , 
F=O 
the /I7 being constants, and so 
ZZZ to . 
(10) 
from which inequalities of the form //3r 1 < M,. jl $r 11 can be obtained 
(either by writing the integrand as a sum of polynomials orthogonal over J 
or by expressing the integral as a sum of squares), where M, depends only 
on I J 1 . (Here 1 J I is the length of J.) Thus from (10) the inequality 
( 
n-1 
/4Wl G ~4 + z. K I J I%! 
1 
II 4 111 = Co II 9 IL (11) 
follows, where Co is a constant depending on J and the coefficients p,(t) 
of 8. One now applies successively D++l, D-n+2,..., D-l to (9), using in each 
case the results of the previous calculations, to prove the inequalities 
I DW)l G C, II 4 II1 > all t E J, r = 1, 2 ,... n. 
Again, applying in a similar way D-“, D-n+l,..., D-l successively to the 
formula 
h-1 
k = 2, 3,..., 
got by expanding out P, one finds finally 
I WWI G Cr II 4 h/n1+1 3 all t E J, r = 1, 2 ,... Kn, 




From this theorem we see that &;, C a’, where &, is the dual of G;, . 
Just as in [3, Vol. I, p. 891, one finds that g”;, is the subspace of L@iO consisting 
of all those distributions whose supports are compact subsets of I, . 
6. TRANSFORM CALCULUS 
One can define an operator L' on G? by 
(Llf) (4) = f(W) (13) 
for all f E R’, L' agreeing with L for f E Z. However, care must be exercised 
with this definition, as it may lead to inconsistencies. If f is a sufficiently 
differentiable ordinary function, with f and cf in G!‘, then in general t”f # L’f 
because of boundary contributions. In particular, this inequality will occur 
for f E ZO* - %, where X0* is the domain of the operator Lo* adjoint to 
L, defined in Sec. 2. 
In two important cases the formula may be used without inconsistency 
with ordinary function theory: first, obviously, if f E &iO, and second if 
.q* = iz? (== So), i.e. if the deficiency indices of L, are zero. This can be 
seen as follows; if f and t”f are in a’, then tf ($“) and f (Q,) are equal on the 
set of all dV E CY with compact support in 1. But Z0 is the closure of this set 
under /, and f and lf are continuous: so that if & -+ + E Z0 , tf (4) = f (&,A), 
showing the result. 
Subject to this limitation, one can, as in [I], use the eigenfunction trans- 
formation to give a transform calculus for solving the differential equation 
P(L) l.4 = g, (14) 
where g E Gz’ and u is required to be in GI’, and P is a polynomial. It is easy 
to see from (13) and (7) that (P(L') u)[ (A) = P(A) &(A): thus taking the 
transform of both sides of (14), we get 
&(A) = g,(x) 
P(4 
with the solution (corresponding to “homogeneous boundary conditions”) 
By the criterion of Sec. 4, this converges to a unique element of a’ unless 
there is a divergence or an indeterminacy at the zeros of P(A) [l]. 
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If there are numerical non-homogeneous boundary conditions for equation 
P(L) u = g, we can add to the solution (15) the solution of the homogeneous 
equation which satisfies the boundary conditions. 
As examples of the present theory which are not covered by [l] or [2], we 
may cite the Fourier transform, G = - iD, I = (- co, co), and the Hankel 
and Weber transforms, t = - D2 + (G - &)/P, 1 = (0, co) and [I, cc), 
respectively [7]. The chief advantages of Zemanian’s method-the explicit 
transform formula (7) the fact that this transform consists of ordinary 
functions, and the explicit inversion formula (8)-hold in these cases. Since 
GY’ includes all distributions of finite support, in particular the Dirac 6 
and its derivatives, the classical theory is clearly greatly extended. On the 
other hand, as the first example shows, the growth conditions at infinity on 
functions 4 E 6Y may be very weak-in this case, simply 0’4 E P(R), for all 
r-with correspondingly stringent restrictions on the growth of functions 
in GY’. 
The present work, apart from extending Zemanian’s results to the con- 
tinuous spectrum case, also does away with the necessity of dealing with 
operators of the special form used by him, namely, 
8 = 0, D”‘e, 0”~ . . . D’Q& = &(- D)“y . . . (- D)n’&, = f, 
where the Bi are C” functions non-zero on I. 
However, we observe that a real, even-order differential expression of this 
form is formally positive (or negative), since it can be written as f 7*~, 
where 7 is a differential expression of half the order. The theorems of the 
next section suggest that it is such positive operators which correspond to 
the widest and most useful spaces a’. We note also that if 01 is any constant, 
the set of norms generated by L + 01 is equivalent to the set generated by L; 
so that if L is real and bounded below by - (Y, 01 > 0, we may consider 
instead of L the positive operator L + ct, which can be written in Zemanian’s 
form. 
8. THE RELATION OF @d' AND S’ FOR CERTAIN OPERATORS 
If the interval I is not closed, it may happen that 4, L$, &s$, etc., are in 
p(I), but the individual terms in Q, &,... are not. Thus, e.g., if 
f = - D2 - 4t2, I = [ 1, CO), for 4 = (cos t2)/t2 we have #, Q, P+ ,... E P(Z), 
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but D”#, Da&.., t2$, t’&.. $ P(Z). However, the following theorem con- 
cerning certain positiwe second order operators holds. 
THEOREM 3. Let / = - Dp(t) D + q(t), Z = [u, co), where a is a regular 
end point, and let p and q be real functions satisfying the conditions 
(1) q(t) 3 p(t) > 0, all tez 
(11) lPPWMt)l + 0 u-x t-00, 
I(DhdtM7(t)l - 0 as t+ co, h = 1, 2 ,... 2K - 1. 
Then 8’4 E s’? for v  = 0, l,... k -- 1 implies 
s 
m 
a phqs I Oh+ I2 dt < cg forh2O,s>O,h+sf2k. 
Proof. For clarity we devide the proof into four parts, the first and second 
being special cases of the fourth and third. 
(i) rj E X implies Lim S,(R) < co as A -+ 00, where 
Proof. Integrating by parts, 
Since a is regular, &D+(u) is finite. S ince the left-hand integral converges, if 
S,(R) diverges, its divergence must be cancelled by - $pD$(R). But 
I P@#)l G 4 P(t) {I DC I2 + I 4 I”> 
< % {P(t) I 04 I2 + q(t) I 4~ I”> = f (0, by (1). 
Hence such cancellation would imply that f(R) is of the same order as 
2 Jff(t) dt for large R, i.e. f(R) g rows like exp(2R). However, such growth 
off(R) is ruled out by the requirement that 4 E %, so that for all # E %, 
Lim I p($ * Dc$ - 04 . +)I: = 0 as R -+ co, noting that (II) implies 
q(R) exp(- olR) + 0 as R + co for DL > 0. Hence S,(R) must converge. 
(ii) 4 E X implies Lim S,(R) < co as R -+ CO, where 
S,(R) = jRlp2 I W I2 + 2qP I W I2 + q2 I d I”) dt. a 
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Proof. Expansion of 1 /+ I2 and integration by parts gives 
1” 1 hj I2 dt = S,(R) + IRp{Dp . D”c$ * Dcj + Dq . D$ * cj + c.c.} dt 
a la 
+ 1; (DPY I Dd I2 dt - {pq(D$ - 4 + c.c.)} IR. 
u 
We will call terms involving derivatives of p or q “secondary terms,” and 
integrals of these terms, “secondary integrals”. Since 
KP Dp(D24 - 04 + ~4 WI d NP DP(I 0’4 I2 + I Db I”>> @>I 
with similar inequalities for the other secondary terms, conditions (I) and 
(II) show that 
IS z, (secondary terms) dt I 
(S2@) - S2(W) -+ O 
as R’ -+ CO, where R > R’. Hence if S,(R) diverges, the secondary integrals 
cannot supply the cancellation necessary for the convergence of s [ 84 /s dt. 
But again, as in (i), the boundary terms cannot cancel a divergence in S,(R), 
either: hence S,(R) converges. 
(iii) +, &..., P1$ E 2P implies Lim S,,(R) < CO as R -+ 03, where 
S,,(R) = 1; 1 hgO (“,“I qhp2k-h 1 D2”-h+ I2 1 dt. 
Proof. A typical term in the expansion of k’%j is of the form 
(- I)“+ (Dp D)“’ q”‘(Dp D)“” ..* q”m$, 
where 
El vi = hl 9 z$l pi = h - h, , 0 < h, < h. 
Differentiating out, we get 
{( - l)“-hl qhh’pkmhl D2(k--h1)+ secondary terms}. 
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There are (k) terms in the expansion of &$ which have this form on dif- 
ferentiating out. Hence in the expansion of &5 . tk$ we get (i,> (f,> products 
of the type 
(- l)h1+h2 {qhfpk-h1 Dz(k--hl)$ + secondary terms} 
x {qhapk-hp D’(‘-‘$ + secondary terms). 
Consider now 
Q, , h,) G j-” (- l)h,+h, q”~+haP2k-(h,+‘b) @k-2”+J . D2k--2hs$ dt. 
a 
If h, f h, , say h, > h, , integrate by parts (h, - h2) times to get 
I@, , h,) = (- l)h+ha (- l)h,-4 
J 
*R ph,+h,p2k-(h’+hz) 1 D2k--(h+%$, 12 dt 
a 
+ secondary integrals + primary boundary terms 
+ secondary boundary terms, 
where “primary terms” denotes terms which do not involve derivatives of p 
or p. Thus, putting h, + h, = h, 
I@, , h,) = jR qhp2k-h 1 D2”-hc$ I2 dt + S.I. + P.B.T. + S.B.T. 
a 
There are 
terms in sf 1 ek$ I2 dt which give rise to this positive integral: thus finally 
we see that 
s 
R 1 ek+ I2 dt = S,,(R) + S.I. + P.B.T. + S.B.T. 
a 
Just as in (ii), the secondary integrals cannot cancel any divergence of 
&&?), as is easy to see. Again, as in (i), the primary boundary terms cannot 
give cancellation of a divergence in S,,(R), and, a fortiori, neither can the 
secondary boundary terms, using the fact that (4, ek$) - (ek+, +) = 0 for all 
4 such that +!I, Q ,..., F-r+ E Z. 
(iv) 4, &,..., ek-lrj E.%? implies Lim S,,-,(R) < cc as R-+ co, where 
S2k-l(R) = JR ] ‘y (2k ; ‘) q+Pk-1-h 1 D2”-J+l$ 121 dt. 
a h-0 
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Proof. This follows in exactly the same way, on considering the expansion 
of (F-l+, P$). Th is completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the conditions of the theorem, 
Proof. Suppose first h + s = 2~. Then as in (iii) 
(&, 8~~5) - S2K(cc) = /I (secondary terms) dt 
+ boundary terms at co 
+ boundary terms at a. 
We can find a number &, so large that 
I m I( secondary terms 1 dt < $ [&(co) - S,,(Q] < 4 I’,,. RO 
The inequalities (11) and (12) can clearly be extended to the closed interval 
J = [a, &,I, since a is a regular end point. The secondary integrands are of 
the form f (t) D+$(t) D$(t), f a product of p owers of p, q and their derivatives, 
where 0 < p, v < 2K. By (11) and (12) 
s 
R0 ](secondary terms)] dt 
a 
G (P - 4 - ye7 I f@)l * CL6 II+ llru/21+1 - C” II c lib/21+1 
G all d IL+,)“* 
It follows from the theorem that the boundary terms at co are zero, and 
by (11) and (12) the boundary terms at a are similarly majorised by 
K2(II 4 !l,+J2. Hence 
from which follows S2,(oo) < M(l/$ ]1,+$, and hence the corollary for 
h + s even. If h + s is odd, = 2K - 1, say, one considers similarly (8+-$& &c$) 
and uses the Schwarz inequality to complete the proof. 
COROLLARY 2. If I = (- co, co) and ifp and q satisfy condition (I) and 
conditions (II) as 1 t 1 --+ 00, the Theorem and Corollary I remain true. 
This follows at once. 
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THEOREM 4. Let L and I be as in Corollary 2, and suppose further that p 
and q are such that 
(a) for each pair of non-negative integers M and v, we can find a positive 
integer p such that qup(t) > K,,,(l + t2)M, 
(b) for each pair of non-negative integers p and v, we can find a positive 
integer N such that (1 + t2)N >/ KL,q”p”(t), for all t E I, KMu and KLy positive 
constants. 
Then G! = S, the space of rapidly decreasing functions, and LY’ = S’, the 
space of tempered distributions [3, Vol. II, 8, Vol. I]. 
Proof. We recall that S is the set of all functions $ on R such that 
1 t”D”$(t)l -+ 0 as 1 t j -+ 00, topologised by the countable set of seminorms 
slldll _ M.N = sgf my I(1 + t2)M &5(t)] . 
Clearly, 4 E S implies 4 E 02, and obvious arguments using (b) show that 
II 4 Ilk G Ak slid llhf,N for some M and N. Conversely, if 4 E 0, then 
I(1 + t2P’ W(t)1 < j-m I D{(l + t2Y’ D”+(t)>1 dt --m 
< s m (M(1 + t2)” I D”+(t)1 + (1 + t2)M I D”“#(t)l}dt 
; * 
’ Km 
- j--,v”p” I e”D”Wl dt 
1 O” 
- 
+ KM,+* I 
--m q-KqK I q$s’+l D’“rj(t)l dt, 




< Knny --m q-2K dt --m q2fK+u’+vpv 1 D”+ I2 dt 
1 * 
+ Km+1 I 
m --m q-2K dt 
I 
q2(K+l)+v+lp+l I DY+‘+ (2 dt 
--m 
by Corollary 2, where K = max(K + p+ v, K + h + v  + l), A,, is a 
positive constant. Hence we see that 6’L and S are equal as point sets, and 
convergence in 02 implies convergence in S and vice versa. The theorem 
follows. Q.E.D. 
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We note that this result is known in the special case of the operator 
L = - D2 + t2, whose eigenfunctions are the Hermite functions [3, Vol. II, 41. 
The space IPI’ generated by this operator is the same as that generated by 
1”1 = - D2 + t2 + 1, which satisfies the conditions of the theorem. 
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